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here's the problem with liam neeson -- he has a knack for getting cast in non-action movies. he's the guy you hire to play the scientist who accidentally creates the hulk, the guy
who's flying a fighter jet through a civil war. neeson can do action movies, but they have to be in the action genre. if he's not jumping off cliffs, he's doing something like schindler's

list. this time around, he's in a real action movie, and i'm interested in how it's different from what we've seen before. the initial trailer looks great, and he's probably still best for
the role, but how long before liam neeson becomes less interesting than liam neeson?there's a reason they call these movies "grindhouse" movies. here's the trailer. with the hindi

dubbed version of taken being a box office hit, the movie was released in india on the same day as the original. taken was the first film of its kind to be released in india on the
same day as its hollywood equivalent. the film was distributed in india by reliance entertainment and released on november 4, 2008. taken also had a local release in the uk on the
same day as the us release. the british version was titled taken 2. after a poor reception from the audience in 2010, taken 3 was released on may 19, 2013, in the us. the film failed

to perform well at the box office and received mixed reviews from critics. it had a production budget of $43 million, and grossed $111.9 million worldwide. the film's failure led to
the original director, fernando meirelles, leaving the project, and was instead co-directed by fred durst, who had previously been behind another movie titled the mummy: tomb of

the dragon emperor.
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By India Today Web Desk : The battle is heating up between Bollywood and television when it comes
to high-quality streaming content. While Bollywood's current OTT platforms like Hotstar and Voot

suffer from poor reviews, TV streaming has made impressive growth in the past few years. Netflix is
yet to take on this formidable competition in India. At India Today Conclave East 2022, the panel of

experts spoke about how the Indian viewers are changing, owing to the OTT platforms. They pointed
out that there are really no new concepts in Indian culture and storytelling. The combination of urban

and rural superstars has driven the narrative for thousands of years. This panel looked at some of
the instances where this uniqueness is evident. For example, in the 2000 British drama Sons of
Anarchy, an OTT platform was very important, as it provided a sense of showmanship which the

Hindi version lacked. By India Today Web Desk : Bollywood is on a roll. While the on-screen
technology is taking India by storm, it’s also bringing about good results for the region’s fledgling
streaming platforms. With Netflix still feeling it out in India, Hotstar, the country’s first non-cinema
streaming platform, has become a serious contender. This is a platform that’s taken Bollywood by
storm in the Indian context. In this session, we looked at some of the milestones of the platform,

including its streaming library, and the sharing of data between the platform and the OTT partners to
make the service look seamless. It will be interesting to see if the brand is strong enough to push

forward and take on Netflix. 5ec8ef588b
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